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Gawlik: Religious Work with the Deaf in the Seventies

RELIGIOUS WORK WITH THE DEAF IN
THE SEVENTIES
RUDOLPH GAWLIK, C.S.C.

Viktor Frankl, in the introduction of his book The Doctor and the
Soul, says:

A well-known psychiatrist once remarked that Western
humanity has turned from the priest to the doctor. Another

psychiatrist complains that nowadays too many patients come
to the medical man with problems which should really be put
to a priest.

In the present context, it might be appropriate to paraphrase
Frankl and say that the deaf in Western humanity have turned from
the priest to the rehabilitation counselor. Or we might ask if deaf
persons are coming to the rehabilitation man with problems which
should really be put to a priest.

Religion has a place in every man's life and according to Frankl
religion is concerned with the meaning and purpose of life-it is the
essential spiritual dimension of man, his need to find meaning: the
meaning of himself, the meaning of his life and work, the meaning
of his relationships with others.
If, as Frankl suggests, this spiritual dimension of man can be
called his "will to meaning" then it is possible to detect some
religious overtones in this definition of occupational counseling
from Donald Super:

the process of helping a person to develop an integrated and
adequate picture of himself and of his role in the world of

work, to test this concept, and to convert it into reality, with
satisfaction to himself, benefit to society.
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Super's definition points to a person's self-image and identity both

as an individual and in the world of work, and sees this image being
tested until it brings satisfaction. He seems to be specifying one
process of finding meaning.

Moreover, if in the context of rehabilitation we are dealing with
the acceptance of disability or the adjustment to a handicap, then
the comments of William James about religion are also relevant:
Religion thus makes easy and felicitous what in any case is
necessary; and if it be the only agency that can accomplish

this result, its vital importance as a human faculty stands
vindicated beyond dispute. It becomes an essential organ of
our life, performing a function which no other portion of our
nature can so successfully fulfill.

So far, 1 have relied rather heavily on a psychological point of
view. In so far as psychology deals with self-understanding and
wholeness and health, 1 feel it is a valid and helpful point of view for

discussing individual faith and individual religion. We should also
have a sociological perspective in mind as we discuss organized

religion or group religion, denominational congregations, especially
since we are concerned with a minority group, a meta-culture that
we refer to (often too glibly) as "the deaf."

While keeping in mind both psychology and sociology, I will
fake a specifically religious point of view. I hope to point to what I
feel are and will be the religious emphases in the 1970's in the areas
of human freedom and development, morality, authority, com
munity development, and youth. I hope to avoid as far as possible
any broad generalizations about the "religious needs of the deaf."
Instead I will focus on religious content and method and simply ask
you to keep in mind your own work and associations with deaf

persons. My aim is lo offer a way of "seeing" the whole religious
scene to stimulate and perhaps to provoke some discussion.
I — RELIGION

The seventies, like the sixties, can be characterized best by the
words "rapid change." We have all heard the data: more change in
the past fifty years than in the previous thousands. Obsolescence is
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llie Ihreat. Take (he world of books for example; the length of time

it takes to get a manuscript published already condemns it to the

"too late" shelf. The knowledge explosion, the educational boom,
the electronic hum and buzz dividing up our time and feeding it to
computers in micro-seconds all cause fear and trembling in us.
vSuch rapid change induces a 1970 neurosis that has been called
"future shock" ~ a disorientation similar to "culture shock" ~ how

can we adjust or adapt to a world that changes radically as often as
the cover of Time magiazine?

Change at this pace radically challenges the traditional idea of

revealed religion as a static set of truths, an unchanging list of
absolute behaviors which promise to provide a secure and com

fortable world. We were used to a static picutre - a photograph ~ of
the world, a morality without ambiguity or risk, an external
authority, a fixed formal language both for group worship and
personal prayer, a fixed role for the clergyman, separate mem
bership in fixed denominations, and a youth that conformed quietly
to traditional norms as they waited for us to tell them they were
mature.

This idea of religion no longer seems relevant to a world that

emphasizes growth, change, flexibility, development, dynamism,
changeability. In religion and in theology there has been a definite
shift from a static view of a God who only revealed Himself once and
for all to that of a God who revealed Himself once but who is con

tinually revealing Himself through the changing, on-going ex
periences of men and institutions. An idea of revelation that saw

only the past now looks to the past, participates actively in the
present with a hopeful and confident eye toward the future.
Religion is a positive force in a changing world if it is characterized
l)y iiopo - HOPE IN THE FUTURE - hope in the future of man
liimself. iiope in the future of morality, hope in the future of com-

nuinity and personal relationships. We can live with uncertainty if
we have laith in a transcendent, provident God, and if we trust that

(he liiture will bring a development of that goodness inherent in
man.

It is this shift from a static to a dynamic view that will occupy
our attention in each of the following areas of concern.
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HUMAN FREEDOM AND DEVELOPMENT

A Static view of human nature can lead to a fatalistic or

deterministic outlook on living, which sees man more as a victim of
circumstances, a being trying to get through this world with as little
contact as possible, avoiding evil by escaping or putting up walls,
sonu'timos simply tolerating existence, focusing toward "heaven."
In such a view, work is only a necessary evil; suffering is only a
punishment for sin; and disability is only one of those cir
cumstances which must be tolerated. Let us not forget that the
above is one framework of meaning; this view has in the past and
can continue to support and sustain life. But this meaning implies a
way of living that reinforces a denial of self-worth, a passive at
titude toward experience, a legalistic view of morality, a depen
dence on authority, and a refusal of relationships and personal
responsibility.
A dynamic view of human nature states that man and his

freedom develop and grow through an active participation in life
and experience. It reinforces personal initiative and effort to
overcome a disability even while tolerating its limitations; a
dynamic view hopes in the possibility of eliminating suffering and
fvil even while it tolerates and accepts present suffering; it af./inii.slhat each person has a value and makes a difference in the

world in spite of a weak will and occasional failures; and a dynamic
view proclaims that work is not simply a punishment or a task (job)
but also a commission, a command to build up the earth and ac
tualize human potential.
AUTHORITY

Modern society gives us ample evidence of profound changes in
attitudes toward the authority of government, parents, police, and
other parts of the "establishment." Religious and moral authority,
too, have had their share of revisions. These revisions are not ex

plained very well in terms of static and dynamic views, but some
comments on authority are necessary at this point before our
discussion of morality.
God's authority is absolute. We have thought that absolute
authority demands blind obedience ~ an obedience characterized by
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a refusal to even consider alternatives, a refusal to probe or seek out
greater understanding of God's authority. This "blind obedience"
is best expressed in the phrase,"My country, right or wrong." If we
substitute the word, "God" in this slogan - "My God, right or
wrong!" - it is easy to see the contradiction: it is not God who is
right or wrong, but rather our perception or our understanding that
IS liable to error. We have been very quick to presume that God is
the same as my idea of God, and that what God wants me to do is
identical with what I think God wants me to do. Absolute authority
demands absolute obedience, and that obedience, because it comes
from men, must be a fully human obedience, a growing deliberate
self-giving to the authority of God, with a constant awareness that I
cannot put His authority into the small container of my own mind at
any given moment. God's authority is powerful, not only to induce
fear but to call, to invite obedience from the deepest parts of the
human personality.

The change in moral authority has been from an external force
to an internal one. The ideal of conformity to an external threat has
shifted to conformity to an internal conviction, which is simply an
objective norm that has been internalized so that it functions from
the inside out. The example of people going to church because of a
law only (or children attending church so long as the parents are
watching) or because they accept the value of worship (and
therefore the law) captures this shift of emphasis. Fully human
obedience means submission through cooperation and acceptance.
Needless to say, this kind of obedience is more difficult not less
difficult than blind conformity. It is certainly not the easy way out
of anything.
The question of how we come to develop such powerful con
victions to guide and direct our lives from the inside out leads
(iirc'clly io a discussion of morality.
MORALITY

Morality is either a code of actions absolutely binding for all
situations or a set of absolute values which must be applied and
acted out according to the circumstances and demands of various
situations, no two of which are the same. Extremists argue that it is
only the situation that dictates action or that it is only the fixed code.
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A more balanced view focuses on the point at which the static code

meets a real situation. This, of course, is the person himself.

Situations change and persons grow and develop. If so, then there is
some ambivalence even in perfectly moral behavior, and the
growth to moral maturity will be a set of rights and wrongs that
might be different for different individuals in different situations.

...The seemingly logical and acceptable statement that I have just
made must have tremendous implications for the churchs and for

religious workers. In effect, I am saying that there are some things
that are "right for me and wrong for you!" Such a view not only
opens the way for growth but also for a great deal of distortion and
selfish rationalization. Still, I believe the statement is true and
mighi (o be carefully considered for our rapidly moving society of
I he 70"s. even with all of its risks.

Let me hazard a comment or two about institutional life. The

need for (and perhaps over-emphasis on) control and regimentation
m the institutional setting reinforces a morality based only on rules
and regulations. Very often institutions are not able to supply the
guidance and mediation necessary to foster a mature moral sense
liial is able to relate rules to reality. The churches and religion are
also seen in this way as legalistic and authoritarian-a restriction on
lile and a limitation of possibilities rather than a stimulus for

growth. Religious workers who have a static view of morals will
Judge and condemn any action not in accord with the code. Chur

ches. as institutions and organizations, tend to destroy or forbid
what they do not understand, for their own protection.. Religious

workers with a more dynamic view will allow for growth in morality
by allowing lor failure and sin in human experience on the wav
toward moral maturitv.

Constant judgment from religion implies an arrogance that
imposes itself by trying to rigidify human experience. Negative
judgments are also destructive. The religious worker should
always seek to be building up and not simply tearing down,and to be
providing a climate and attitude of support after failure - a climate
that encourages human change (conversion). Even while
struggling to promote absolute values, the religious worker of the

1970's knows that conscience is limited by arrogance and ignorance.
.Nothing is able to prevent openness to growth more than a
dogmatic, condemnatory judgment. Growth in morality as in the
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general eonsciousness of reality comes through both a trial and
error method and through insight. The churches and the religious
worker must accept the challenge of the trial and error method with
all its risks. The desire for new experiences and the ambiguities and
confusion that come with that desire must be seen not as threats to

morality but as possibilities for growth. Hesitation not confusion is
the problem; we who claim to have the vision should be willing to
take the risks.

Mature morality implies an appreciation of relationships with
others and the needs of others. A morality that sees only one's own
individual needs is infantile. Our record in social justice and racism
and poverty are some evidence of the infant state of our moral
development. Perhaps it is only a dream of the very young and
idealistic that one day we will have a universal moral con
sciousness according to which men will truly care for each other
and build up the earth.
COMMUNITY

The churches try to be communities in which men and women

care for and are concerned for each other, and one of the goals of
various religious groups is to "build community" or "fellowship" ~
to truly be "God's people." A deaf person has a difficult time
feeling part of an existing church community. This continues to be a

problem in religious work in spite of the various experiments with
separate and 'integrated' congregations. At the same time, the

"deaf community" is an easily identifiable and close knit group very often much closer than any congregation. However, the "deaf
community" crosses denominational lines and this fact leads to a

strong awareness among the deaf of the disunity of the churches.
Sometimes because of the closeness of the deaf community,
organized, denominational religion is seen as a divisive and not as a
unifying element.
LANGUAGE

Before I close, some comments about religious language are in
order. Religious worship and religion teaching here in the United
States has been almost completely verbal. Religion has always had
some specialized vocabulary but it seems that we were more free in
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the past to use the non-verbal media to bring religion into the core of
life and relate it to daily experience. Here in the United States it
seems we are just beginning to use more than the verbal channel.
Also, a static view of revelation (mentioned above) has led to fixed

rituals of worship and an ''unchanging way of stating religious
truth." But if our relationship with God is a growing and spon
taneous thing, then our religious language should reflect and foster
personal and immediate qualities of language. The language of
prayer and religion must be living, otherwise we are saying that
religion and prayer are only of the past, static, dead, and irrelevant.

Let me also make a plea that religious work among the oeai in
the seventies make a deliberate effort to use poetry, music, drama,
and most of all, television to overcome the distance and com
munication gaps that exist between the deaf and their churches and

ministers. God's message is rich enough to be spread in more ways
lhan "by wordof moulh." Drama, poetry, dance, color can flesh out
the bare message that has fallen on so many deaf ears! A healthy
dose of non-verbal communication never hurt anyone already
foiled with too many words.

That reminds me that I've already spoken too many words!!
Let us say:

Religious work among the deaf in the 70's must be a sign of hope
~ hope in man's freedom and development, hope for a universal
moral consciousness, hope for more loving, communal relation
ships. Let us concentrate more on our young people by offering
them a constructive, positive hopeful attitude as they experiment
with rebellion, non-conformity, and risk, trying to reach their high
ideals and aspirations ~ ideals that for many of us have been
bruised and battered and perhaps bartered away. Let us use new
approaches to speak to the whole person. Let us together hope in a
heaven that can begin here on earth if we believe that to be fully
human is to be sacred.
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